
13.14mm 663 colored pvb laminated glass canopy roof, tinted
tempered laminated glass price

How to make a colored laminated glass canopy roof?

 

You can have many options here:



 

1.  For thickness: 13.14mm is a popular choice, and you can have more options like 10.76mm, 12.76mm,
13.52mm, 17.52mm, 21.52mm tempered lamianted glass, etc... the thicker, the more safe.

2.  For color: you can have tinted color laminated glass, normal tinted glass colors are as below:

If you want some special colors, we can have colored pvb laminated glass, customized colors are accepted:

https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/21.52mm-F-green-color-tempered-laminated-glass-curtain-wall-10104-French-green-toughened-laminated-g.html


3.  The glass should be tempered or not: As the canopy roof is over our head, for safety consideration, we
usually suggest it tempered.  



4.  For size: For tempered laminated glass, we will produce customer final use size, because tempered
laminated glass can’t be cut; For annealed laminated glass, we can produce both customized size and
regular raw size for customer’s cut.

For safety, the max size for 13.14mm laminated glass we suggest 1830x2140mm, for bigger size like
2140x3660 we suggest 13.52mm or thicker laminated glass.

 

Advantages of colored laminated glass:

 

1.  Sunshade and UV proof - the PVB inter layer can prevent 99% UV from outside

2.  Soundproof - the PVB inter layer is excellent on soundproof and prevent the noise outside

3.  Energy saving - the colored PVB transmittance is between 50% to 70%, can prevent much solar outside

4.  Decoration - Colored laminated glass is ideal for decoration, especially when multi colors mixed.



Why choose colored laminated glass from Jimy Glass?

 

1.  High safety

Jimy glass is a leading company with 26 years experience expert on laminated glass, always supply top
quality laminated glass with super strong safety, approved by CE certificate for Europe, SGCC for United
States & Canada, SII for Israel.

 

2.  Professional customized colors

We can do exact customized color PVB to match any color as you want, and we accept multi colors.



3.  Long service time

We supply 10 years long time warranty for our laminated glass - any quality problem, we will refund back
or replace in shortest time.



 

 


